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Abstract 

The microwave telecommunication linkr between the earth and deep space probes have long been used 
to conduct rudio science experiments which take advantage 01 the phme coherency and stability of these 
links. These experiments measure changes in the p k e  delay of the signab to infer ekctrical, magnetic and 
gravitationalproperties of the sohr system environment and beyond through which the spacecraft and radio 
signals pass. 7heprecision oscillators, from which t h  phase of the microwave signals are &rived, play a key 
rok in the stability of these links and therefore the sensitivity of these measurements. mese experiments have 
become a driving force behind recent and future improvements in the Deep Space Network and spcrcecraj? 
oscillators and frequency und time distribution systems. 

Three such experiments which are key to these improvements are briefly discussed here and the r&- 
tionship between their sensitivity and the ~ignulphase stability is &scribed. Th$rst is the remote sensing of 
planetary atmospheres by occultation in which the radio signalpasses through the utmosphere and is rtfracted 
causing the signalpathkngth to chnge from which the pressure and the temperature of the atmosphere can 
be derived. The second experiment is determination of the opacity oJplanetary rinfis by passage of the radio 
signal through the rings. Because the signal is coherent, the difmction efects can he removed resuking in 
resolutions of 10's to 100k of meters in the radiuldirection depending on a number of factors including the co- 
herence time of the microwave signal The third experiment is the search for very low frequency gruvitutional 
radiution. The fractional frequency variation of the signal is comparable to the spatial strain amplitude the 
system is capable of detecting. A summary of past resub and future possibilities for theheye experiments are 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Microwave telecon~munication links b~ twcen  the cart11 and deep space probes have bcen used since thc 
begirlnirlg of space travel for co~nmurlication and navigation. Tlle phase stability required for tlzese 
functio~ls provided the opportunity for radio scictlce expcriniellts measuring clianges in the sign;~l 
phase and group dclay to infcr electrical, nlagnctic and gravitational properties of the solar systelll 
and beyond. The sensitivity of these mcasuremcnts is ultimately limited by tlie precision oscillalvrs 
from which the phasc of the lnicrowave signal is derived. These experiments have bccorile a driving 



force behind recent and future improvements in the reference oscillators and frequency distribution 1 
systems in NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) and planetary space probes. The purpose of this 
pa,per is provide some insight into the source of these and future requirements. 

Three experiments have been chosen for this discussion which collectively push spacecraft and ground 
oscillator performance. The first is the remote sensing of planetary atmospheres by occultation teclz- 
nique where the radio signal passes through a planet's atmosphere and is refracted causing the optical 
path length of the signal to  change from which the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere can 
be estimated. The second experiment is the determination of the microwave opacity of planetary 
rings through the changes in the signal amplitude and phase induced during the signal's passage 
through the rings. The third experiment is the search for very low frequency gravitational radiation. 
The fractional frequency variation of the signal is comparable t o  the spatial strain amplitude of the 
gravitational waves which the system is capable of detecting. 

The instrument consists of the combined radio systems of the spacecraft and ground tracking stations 
and is operated in one of two configurations. The first is referred to  as the "one-way" or noncoherent 
doppler (or bi-static radar) mode where independent reference oscillators are used at  the earth and 
the spa~ecra~ft .  In the "two-way77 or coherent doppler mode, only an earth-based reference oscillator 
is used. A coherent signal is transmitted from the earth, received at  the spacecraft by a transponder 
and then retransmitted to  the earth. Upon reception at  the earth, the signal's frequency is essentially 
differenced with an  estimate of the original transmitted frequency derived from the same reference 
oscillator. Thc  two-way mode provides the more sensitive measure of signal phase owing to  the 
stability of the hydrogen masers a t  each DSN tracking complex. However, for the two-way mode to 
function properly, the transponder must acquire and maintain phase lock on the uplink signal which 
is difficult when rapid signal dynamics exist making the one-way mode preferable for occultation 
measurements. This mode places tight requirements on the phase stability of the oscillator on-board 
the spacecraft. 

ATMOSPHERIC OCCULTATIONS 

The atmospheric occultation technique was first conceived in the early 1960's and first used to suc- 
cessfully characterize a plaaetary atmosphere with Mariner IV a t  Mars [1,2]. I t  has characterized 
the pressure and temperature of the atmospheres of all the major bodies in the solar system with the 
exception of Pluto. This technique is an optics experiment where the atmosphere acts as a lense whose 
properties are inferred from the perturbations induced in the light passing through it. As viewed from 
the earth, the spacecraft passes behind the planetary atmosphere and the refraction generated increase 
in the signal's optical path length is measured via the signal phase (see Figures 1 and 2). 

Given the atmospherically induced phase shift versus time, as well as an accurate knowledge of the 
trajectory and gravity field of the planet, the recovery of the atmospheric pressure and temperature 
proceeds as follows [3]: 

1. The asymptotic paths of the signal into and out of the atmosphere are computed based on the 
bending angle required to  generate the measured atmospheric frequency shift. 

2. The bending as a function of altitude is transformed into refractivity us altitude via an  Abel 
transform. 
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3. The number density profile is recovered from the refractivity profile using the fact that  the mea- 
sured refractivity is proportional to  the refractivity per molecule times the number of molecules 
along the signal's path. 

4. The pressure is determined by integrating the weight in the column of atmosphcrc above each 
altitude and setting the pressure such that  it supports this weight (condition for hydrostatic 
equilibrium). 

5. The temperature profile is computed from the equation of state (ideal gas law in the simplest 
case) using the number density and pressure profiles derived in steps 3 and 4. 

Steps 3 and 4 require some knowledge of the average atmospheric constituents which is provided by 
other instrumentation on the spacecraft and the earth. From these steps it is clear that errors in phase 
map sequentially into errors in bending angle, refractivity, number density, pressure and temperature. 
A direct analytical solution of this error propagation does not exist although the author is presently 
pursuing this task. Simulations have generally been used instead to estimate the effects of the oscillator 
noise. 

The minimum detectable bending anglc provides an indication of the sensitivity of the technique. For 
small bending angles, the doppler shift due to  bending is approximately: 

where Fo is the nominal microwave frequency, O is the bending angle i11 radians, v is the component 
of the spacecraft velocity in the plane of the sky and c is the velocity of light in a vacuurn. The 
minimum detectable bending angle occurs whcn this doppler shift exceeds the uncertainty in the 
signal frequency. Given a 10-l2 oscillator and a 10 km/sec plane of the sky velocity (typical nurrlbers 
for Voyager), bending angles as small as 30 microradians can be detected. 

In high altitudes, the technique is limited by the presense of sufficient material to  cause measurable 
bending and phase shift. In the Voyager case, a typical upper altitude limit is 0.1 to 1 millibar 
with temperature uncertainties estimated to be around 10 Kelvin. Figure 3 contains the vertical 
temperature us pressure profiles for the inbound and outbound occultations of Uranus [4]. One 
noteworthy exception to  this upper limit was the occultation of 'Sriton, the large moon of Neptune, 
in which the sensitivity was pushed another order of magnitude by least squares fitting the entire 
measured phase profile to the phase shift due to  an isothermal atmosphere. The recovered surfa.ce 
pressure and isothermal temperature of Triton were 16 rt3 microbars and 48 Kelvin f 5 respectively 
dominated by the uncertainty in the oscillator phase over the ten second occultation [ 5 ] .  

In lower altitudes the trajectory often limits the maximum bending angle where the deepest penetra.tion 
into the atmosphere occurs. For the Pioneer Venus orbiter, the maximum depth is limited to 40 km 
above the surface where the bending aagle exceeds a critical refraction anglc below which the ray docs 
not reemerge from thc atmosphere. Absorption by atmospheric constitue~lts such as ammonia can 
also limit the penetration depth. Ma,xi~num pressure levels of a few bars were typically achieved by 
Voyager. 

To first order the pressure and number density (and therefore refractivity) of an atmosphere increase 
exponentially with decreasing altitude and the dependence is exactly exponential in a region where the 
temperature is constant (isothermal). This dependence is characterized by a scale height, the change 
in altitude over which the parameter of interest changes by a factor of e ,  the base of the natural 



logarithm. The sensitivity of the measurements to  the oscillator phase uncertainty primarily depends 
on the refractivity scale height of the atmosphere and the gcometry of the occultation. In order to 
make a useful measurement, the exponential increase in refractivity and therefore signal phase delay 
as the ray descends through the atmosphcre must grow faster than the increasc in uncertainty in the 
estimated oscillator phase. A relevant figure of lncrit is the stability of the oscillator over the time 
required for the raypath to  descend a scale height in the atmosphere. In the upper atmosphere, this 
time typically ranges from one to  10 seconds. Dceper in the atmosphere, as the bending increases, 
the vertical descent of the ray slows significantly. However, the phase delay through this region of the 
atmosphere is large relative to  the oscilla.tor uncertainty and the greatest errors are typically in the 
upper tenuous regions of the atmosphere as indicated in Figllre 3. 

Another relevant vertical dilnensioa is the radius of the first Fresnel zone of the occulted ray. This is 
used as an cstirnate of the diffraction limited cross section of the geometric ray and sets the vertical 
resolutioll of the recovered profiles. In reality, the diffraction can be modeled to  some degree and fincr 
vertical structure can be inferred. This sets the maximum signal detection integration time which is 
typically on the order of 0.1 seconds. Gellcrally both oscillator stability and SNR are limiting factors 
on this time scale. 

The occultation length is also important because it represents the total span over which the signal's 
phase must be estimated. Shorter, faster occultations are desirable sirnply because the oscillator phase 
has Icss tirne to wandcr. Occultation lellgths have ranged from 10 seconds for Triton to  a few thousand 
seconds for the large outer planets. 

To gain further insight, it is useful to consider the effect of the oscillator phase uncertainty on the 
altitude at  which a certain temperature accuracy can be achieved. The phase uncertainty due to  the 
oscillator must be some small fraction of thc phase shift caused by thc atmosphere. For each factor 
of e of irrlprovement in the oscillator's stability, the altitude at  which tlie same phase ratio would be 
achicved would increasc by a scale height. In comparison with the I x 10-l2 class Voyager oscillator, 
use of the currently available 1 x 10-~%cystal oscillators [6] would result in an altitude increase of 2.3 
(= 112(10)) scale heights assulning a corrilllon occulta.tion geometry and spectral shape for tlie noise. 
This assurnption of similar spectral shape is valid because both oscillator types exhibit flicker frequency 
noise over the relevant time scales [6]. Given a Voyager-like range of pressure sensitivity frorri tenths of 
millbars to a few bars ( w  9 scale heights), this stability would increase the sensitivity to low pressures 
by an order of rna.gnitude and the total range of altittrdes covered by -25%. For a tenuous atmosphcrc 
like Mars the increase in altitudc range covered would be even more dramatic. Given a 10 km scale 
height and the expected altitude sensitivity range of 60 km with the 10-l3 Mars Observcr oscillator 
(Dave Hinson personal communication), a Voyager class oscillator would have reduced this to 37 km 
indicating the improved performance will result jn a 60% increasc in the altitudes covered. 

Using these same assttrnptions of cornrnon geornetry and spectral shape, a similar argument can be 
made concerni~ig the pressure and temperature ~ ~ n c e r t a i ~ i t y  a t  any altitude. Assuming that  the 5 step 
process of atmospheric temperature recovery can be represented by an equivalent linear filter, which 
appears to  be the case based o11 preliminary rcsults by the author, the pressure and temperature 
uncertainty as a. f u ~ ~ c t i o n  of altitude will be identical except for the constant scale factor bctween the 
noise levels of the two oscillators. Therefore, an irxlproveniel~t of an order of magnitude in the Allan 
deviation of an oscillator would result in an inlprovement by this same factor in the accuracy of tlie 
recovered pressure and temperature accuracy a t  all altitudes. 



RING 0 CCULTATIONS 

Radio occultations of the ring systems of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune were performed with 
Voyager of which the Satur~lian and Uranian ritlgs provided positive, detailed results. The rings 
act as huge diffraction gratings whose co~riplex microwave opacities aa well as particle densities and 
size distributions are characterized by the occnltation mcaaurements. The opacity measurements are 
complex in that  they provide information on both signal amplitude and phase changes caused by thc 
ring material. 

This instrument has a large dynamic range due to  the signal to  noise ratio (SNR,) a t  the rcccivcr 
which places limits on serlsitivity range and accuracy of the detected opacity profiles [7] .  In order to 
avoid degrading this pcrformancc, the signal and receiver local oscillator phase ~ioise spectral densities 
due to  the rcfcscncc oscillators frorn which they are gvncrated rnust be kept below the therrnal noise 
associated with the SNR where possible. The range of Eh~~r ic r  frequencies of interest for Voyager was 
typically within f 3 kHz of the carrier frequency covering the angular extent of signal reception by the 
main lobe of the spacecraft antenna pattern [8] .  

Concerning diffraction limitations, the uncorrectcd radial resolutiori of a radio opacity profile is coarser 
by factors of hundreds than an optical stcllar occultation measurement tnade with a collllrion vicwing 
geometry due t o  the rclatively long microwave wavclcngtks. However, the occultcd radio signal is 
coherent allowing the diIfraction to be dramatically reduced resulting i n  resolutions comparable to thc 
optical mcasi~remerits. Figure 4 shows a ncar-classic example of a diffraction patter11 observed in a 
ring occultation profile near a sharp edgc. F i g u r ~  5 provides an excellent cxample of the effectiveness 
of tlie dilfraction removal proccss for Saturn's F-ring. This process lias been thoroughly analyzed in 
[7] and most of what follows is a sumlnary of those results. 

This process call be thought of as an inverse transfornl where the actual opacity of the rings is recovercrl 
from the diffraction limited measurements of the opacity. As in the case of a Fourier tra~lsform, thc 
finite transform length of the data  segnicnt limits the resolution, spatial resolution in this case, of 
the inversion. A number of factors such as trajectory knowledgc and finite antenna pattern footprilit 
on the ring plane can lirnit tlie ultimately achievable radial resolution. Tlie achievablc rcsolutioll is 
approximately 

AR, E ~ E ' ~ / w  (2) 

where AR, is the radial resolution, F is the E'rcsncl "scale" and W is the spatial length of the data 
segment to  be inverted. F is radius of the first Fresnel zone in the ring plane divided by square root 
of 2 and is the characteristic length of a spatial cycle of tlie diffraction oscillations apparent in tlic 
uncorrected occultation results such as tliosc in Figures 4 and 5. 

In order for this inversion process to reduce the effects of diffraction, tlic phase of the unperturbed 
signal must be known to a fraction of a cycle across thc data segment to be inverted. As in the case of 
an atmospheric occultation, this phase is not precisely known and must be cstirnated during periods 
where the dircct signal is not visible through the rings. The a.ctu;d signal phase will gradually wander 
away from the cstirnate and at  some point the criterion of phase knowledgc t o  a fraction of a cycle 
can not be maintained. The radial resolution a.t this point is the resolution ultimately available using 
this oscillator, essentially by limiting the data, segmerlt length in the inversion process. 

Having said this, it is iniportant to  note that tlic Sadus11 and Uranus ring systerns are very different 



in terms of the radial cxtent of their individual rings. Saturn has the only ring system in the solar 
system with microwave opacities over large radid segments such that the direct signal is not be visible 
for 10's t o  100's of seconds during an occultation. In contrast, the Uranian rings are relatively narrow 
in radial extent separated by largc gaps of free space. Typical values range from 2 t o  10 km for rings 
other than the epsilon ring which had a 75 krn radial width measured by the egress occultation [Q]. 
Thcse occultations last from a fraction of a second up to  a few seconds requiring only that the signal 
phase be coherent over these relatively short periods. 

To provide insight t o  the relationship between stability and radial resolution, consider the following 
approximate analysis. An approximate expression relating the coherent integration time, T, and the 
Allan variance of a reference frequency standard is given by [lo] 

where at(T) is the Allan variance and wo is the link frequency in radians per second. The equivalent 
data segment length corresponds to  the radial distance which the raypath moves in the ring plane 
over this time. Once this width is known, equation 2 can be used t o  estimate the achievable radial 
resolution. Figure 6 contains a chart of Allan deviation us integration time, on which four curves 
are drawn, the Allan deviation performance curves of three oscillators and a line representing phase 
coherence us integration time for X-band. The radial resolution axis under the integration time axis 
has been converted from cohcrcnce time to effective data segment length and then radial resolution 
for the Voyager-1 Saturn F-ring occttltation geometry. The radial resolution a t  the intersection of 
a,n oscillator performance curve with the coherence curve indicates the oscillator limited resolution 
providing a simple method for compa.rjng the relative merits of different standards for this applicatiori. 

A more precise analysis of the effects of oscillator noise must consider each noise type (white 
frequency, flicker frequency etc.) explicitly and must ta,ke into account whatever detrending of the 
phase wander is done in the diffraction rernoval process. Because it is analytically tractable, the effect 
of a white frequency noise process on the diffraction removal inversion has been characterized using 
the phase structure function [7]. The resulting phase limited resolution is: 

where b = wiai W/2bo, wo = 2n fo, a:(l) is the one second Allan variance, WCf is the effective physical 
width of the data segment t o  be inverted, and po is the radid  velocity in the ring plane. Figure 7 is 
a plot of equation 4 for different ring occultation geometries at Saturn and Uranus and indicates how 
the finite oscillator sta.bility degrades the potential radial resolution. The dashed lines in the figure 
indicate where data  processing requirements become prohibitive. The approximate result in Figure 6 
provides results within 50% of the white frequency noise estimates in [7]. 

GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEARCH 

The experiments attempting to  detect signatures of very low frequency gravitational radiation in the 
spacecraft Doppler records place the tightest performance goals on the ground based frequency stan- 
dards. Theory predicts the presence of distinctive three pulse signatures in the received frequency of 



the spacecraft signal produced by the gravitational radiation propagating through the solar system 
[ll]. The instrument is configured in the two-way doppler mode t o  ta,kc advantage of the phase sta- 
bility of the hydrogen maser frequency standards residing at  each DSN tracking complex. It functions 
essentially as one arm of an  interferometer stretched amcross thc solar system. The earth based tracking 
system a t  one end is both the transmitting and receiving node of the interferometer and the spacecraft 
a t  thc other end acts as a reflector. The difference between thc frequencies of the transmitted and 
received signals is generated a t  the tracking station providing a data  set in which to search for 3-pulsc 
signatures. 

The instrument 's sensitivity is ultimately limited by the stability of the frequency standard over the 
signal integration time as well as the round trip light time (RTLT) of the signal's passage to and from 
the spacecraft. The characteristic stability of the hydrogen masers causes the most sensitive region of 
the instrument to  run from approximately 0.0001 to  0.01 Hz where the high frequency limit is set by 
the thermal noise of the earth-spacecraft microwave link and the lowest detectable frequency by the 
response function to  gravitat io~~al radiation (approximately 3/RTLT) [12]. These limits are both tied 
to  the RTUS. A more distant spacecraft such as Pioneer 10 with a 12.25 hour RTLT will have a very 
low frequency cutoff but also a relatively small high frequency cutoff due to a low SNR. 

In terms of detection of gravitational radiation bursts, thc Allan dcviatiorl of thc dctrcndcd received 
signal frequency residuals provides a useful figure of merit indicating the burst strain amplitude sen- 
sitivity of the instru~nent. For sillusoidal sources, the normalized freqllcncy power spectral density 
provides a relevant figure of merit. A key sensitivity factor is the resolution of the frequency spectrum 
which can be microhertz or less for data sets acquired corltinuously over weeks improving the sensitiv- 
ity t o  periodic sources over bursts by a factor of 10 or more. The spat1 of co~~t inuous  data  acquisition 
is typically limited to  a few weeks when spacecraft are near solar opposition because the signal phase 
scintillations due to  the interplanetary plasma are minimal [13]. 

The present system utilizes S-band signals to and from thc spacecraft a t  2.1 and 2.3 GHz respectively. 
Measurements made in this configuration in Decembcs of 1988 with Pioneer 10 indicate an instrutncnt 
sensitivity of 2.8 x 10-l3 for bursts and a 90% probability of detection for periodic sources of 4 x lo-'' 
presumably limited by variations in tlle solar wind [12]. E'uturc tneasureme~lts will be conducted 
with higher frequency links to  reduce plasma effects. The first measurements will be made using an 
X-band uplink and downlink (7.1 and 8.4 GHz respectively) system with the Galileo spacecraft in 
May of 1991. These X-band frequencies should reduce the plasma effects by more than an ordcr of 
magnitude relative to  the S-band system. This first test occurs only G months after Galileo's first 
flyby of the earth. While the relatively short RTLT of this geometry will severely limit the low Ebr~ricr 
frequency se~lsitivity of the instrument, the SNR will be very high maxirnizirlg the high frequctlcy 
sensitivity. The total contribution of the transmitting and receiving equipment of the DSN in this 
X-band configuration should bc no more than 5 x 10-~"0r time scales of 100O to  3600 secor~ds with the 
hydrogen masers contributing no more than 2 x 10-l5 [14]. It is also important to redize that stable 
distribution of thc rcfcrcnce frequency over a kilometer or more from a maser to  the antenna is not 
trivial and has led to a research and irnplcmentation efrort utilizing near-zero temperature coefficient 
fiber optic cable [IS]. 

A proposal has been written to  conduct a Ka-band uplink and downlillk experiment (34 and 32 GHz 
respectively) near the end of the century using the Cassini spacecraft while en route to Saturn. These 
higher frequencies would reduce the interplanetary plasma instabilities a t  X-band by another ordcr 
of magnitude, The potential instrument stability has been estimated as approximately 1 x 10-l%t 
1000 seconds [16] with the hydrogen maser pcrformance contribution estimated to be 4 x 10-l6 based 



on assumed improvements in spin rate selection and n~a~gnetic screening as well as phase locking the 
maser to  a trapped ion frequency standard. 

OSCILLATOR REQUIREMENTS 

These three experiments haeve been discussed together to provide a sense of the wide range of scales 
the spacecraft and DSN oscillators must cover. For the two occtlltation experiments, the spacecraft 
oscillator must provide stability over time scales covering ampproximately 7 orders of magnitude from 
f 3 kHz on either side of the carrier frequency to  durations of morc than 1000 seconds. The frequency 
standards at  the DSN tracking complexes ]nust provide stable references over this range as well as still 
longer spans covering the round trip passage of the signals across the sola,r system. These time scales 
arc summarized in Figure 8. 

FLIGHT OSCILLATORS 

The goal for the performance of flight oscillators is really open-endcd, the more stable the oscillator, 
the better the measurements will be. 111 reality, one must take into account present oscillator technol- 
ogy capabilities in specifying oscillator performance for these experiments. The choice of spacecraft 
oscillators is very constrained by size, weight, power, reliability and cost considerations which, when 
combined with the time scales of interest, have thus far made high perfornlancc crystal oscillators the 
references of choice. 

In looking to  the future, it is interesting t o  note that  with the completion of the Voyager grand tour all 
planets except Pluto have been visited by spacecraft. Therefore one can expect that  most planetary 
spacecraft will remain a t  a planet to  provide a Inore in depth characterization of the planet. Orbiting 
spacecraft must have lower velocities relative to  the planets under observation than the Voyagers i11 
order to  remain in orbit, implying that  future outer planet atmospheric and ring occultations will 
generally be slower and therefore morc sensitive to  oscillator phase instability. The Galileo orbiter 
which will begin orbiting Jupiter in Decerllber of 1995 provirlcs an excellent example. The oscillator 
on board is a spare Voyager oscillator with 10-l2 perforrrlallce causing only the first Jovian occultamtion 
to  rival the Voyager accuracies becaosc the srrbscque~lt occultatiolls will be longer and slower. 

The Cassirli orbiter will characterize the atmospheres of Saturn and 'I'itan and the rings with occul- 
tation measurements while in orhit around Saturn. To ilnprove upon the Voyager results, the desire 
for more accurate atmosphere and ring measurements will of course lead to placing a more stablc 
oscillator on-board. It does appear that  this need will be rnet sinlply because the Cassini oscillator 
will presumably have a t  least thc pcrforrna.ncc of the Mars Observer oscillator. In addition, a stable 
oscillator will also be placed on thc Iluygcns' probe to  provide a stable radio link frequency to mea- 
sure the velocity of descent of the probe illto the Titan a,tmosphere to  characterize winds in the Titan 
atmosphere. 

There are some applications for still longer tirne scales which haven't been discussed here. Recovery of 
a planet's gravity field can be accomplished with one-way dopgler measurements if the flight oscillator 
is sufficiently stable. This can be desirable in situations where gravity field and occultation measure- 
ments are simultaneous creating a conflict between the desire for the one way versus two way dopplcr 
configuration. A related application is the proposed Solar Probe mission which would pass within 



a few solar radii of the sun over a 14 hour period making a series of gravity related measurements. 
The proposed confi gll ration would u tilizc a flight hydrogcn maser to  provide the necessary stability. 
This could also provide an application for a flight trapped ion standard whose performance could 
corlceivably rival that  of the maser over this time scale. 

GROUND OSCILLATORS 

In creating the ground oscillator requirements, it is important to realize that the ground based oscil- 
lators can be expected to  provide better overall performance than the flight oscillators because they 
are not limited by the same corlstraints imposed on the spacecraft equipment. In addition, because 
of long flight times to the outer planets (such as the seven year trip for Cassini to  reach Saturn), 
ground oscillators can potentially take advantage of more current technology not available when the 
flight instrumentation was designed and irnplclncnted. Therefore the goal of the noise power of ground 
oscillators in the DSN has been set a t  10 dB below that  of the downlink signal which is limited by 
a combination of the flight oscillator, the downlink SNR and any uncalibrated propagation effects. 
This was achieved for thc Voyager Neptune encounter due to  the relatively low received signal SNR 
and the 10-l2 performance of the 15 ycar old Voyager oscillator. For Mars Observer (MO), howcvcr, 
the exceptional performance of the flight oscillator will be comparable to that  of the hydrogen rna,ser 
(possibly evcn exc~eding it) for time scales near 1 second making it difficl~lt to achieve this 10 dB goal 
as indicated in Figures 9 and 10. 

TROPOSPHERE 

In discussing these rcqujrements it is important to  consider other noise sources which can ~ n a s k  the 
stability of the frequency standards. One particular source worthy of mention here is the phase 
instability caused by the passage of signals through the earth's troposphere. A simple rriodel of 
the troposphere indicates a level of instability that ,  without calibration, will significantly cxcccd the 
hydrogen maser stability over time scales less than about a day [17]. A particular case of relevance is 
the previously mentioned Ka-band gravitational wave search sensitivity estimate which assumes 95% 
calibration of the troposphere. Present crystal oscillator performance is also becoming comparable 
to these phase instabilities and will require partial calibration of the earth's troposphere t o  take full 
advantage of the oscillator's performance. AII interesting application of a very stable flight oscillator 
has bccn proposed where the troposphere elfects can be removed using simultaneous one and two-way 
up and downlinks when the flight oscillator stability exceeds the instabilities dlic to  the troposphere 
[18]. This technique co~lld potentially be applied to all tlircc cxperirllents described here although 
maintaining the two-way links during the occultatio~ls rnight pose significant technical difficulties. Thr 
DSN is presently studying the possibility of deep space tracking stations in orbit around the carth 
which would potentially elilriinate tlic troposphere from the signal path but would introduce gravity 
induced orbital perturbations into the signal phase data. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I hope that this has provided some ilzsiglit into these scientific applications and how they 
utilize phase stability. With the trerriendo~ls success of the Voyager radio science experiments wllich 



have proven themselves as powerful tools for characterizion of planetary systems and the tantalizing 
prospect of gravitational radiation detection, these experiments should continue t o  be a part of future 
planetary space probes and their symbiontic relationship with the developers of frequency standards 
should also continue to  provide a unique set of applications for future frequency standard research and 
development. 
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Figure 1: Atmosphere occultation geometry 
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Figure 2: Atmosphere induced phase shift 
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Figure 3: Vertical temperature vs pressure profile for Uranus recovered frortl 
radio occultation measurements (Figure from 141) 
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Figure 4: Diffraction effects in radio occultation data caused by the edge of Saturn's 
Encke gap. Smooth curve shows theoretical diffraction from abrupt edge 
fitted to irregular curve of measured signal intensity. (Figure from 1191) 
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Figure 5: Effect of diffraction removal on observed opacity of Saturn's 
F-ring (Figure from [20]) 
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Figure 6: Limitation of Saturn F-Ring radial resolution at X-band due to 
oscillator stability 



Figure 7: Comparison of the limitation of oscillator phase illstability on the radial 
resolution of recovered ring opacity profiles for the cases of Voyager 1 at Saturn and 
Voyager 2 at Uranus assuming white frequency noise with oy(l)=4x 10- 12. At Saturn, 
the phase instability limiting resolution is about 200 m. At Uranus, this limit is about 
30 and 45 m at occultation entry and exit of the epsilon ring. The difference is due to 
the different occultation geometries for the two planets. (Figure from [7 ] )  
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Figure 8: Time Scales of Interest 



Figure 9: Present and Future Stability Performance 
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Figure 10: Spectral Purity Perfomlance 


